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A novel electromagnetic active suspension with an energy-regenerative structure is proposed to solve the suspension’s control
consumption problem. For this new system, a 2-DOF quarter-car model is built, and dynamics performances are studied using the
variable universe fuzzy theory and thePDcontrol approach.A self-powered efficiency concept is defined to describe the regenerative
structure’s contribution to the whole control consumption, and its influent factors are also discussed. Simulations are carried out
using software Matlab/Simulink, and experiments are conducted on the B-class road. The results demonstrate that the variable
universe fuzzy control can recycle more than 18 percent vibration energy and provide over 11 percent power for the control demand.
Furthermore, the new suspension system offers a smaller body acceleration and decreases dynamic tire deflection compared to the
passive ones, so as to improve both the ride comfort and the safety.

1. Introduction

It has been proved by many scholars’ studies that the
active vehicle suspension technology can improve the vehicle
dynamic performance [1–3], but it is still not widely applied
in practice owing to its high cost on the energy consumption.
Meanwhile the suspension vibration excited by the uneven
road surfaces is usually wasted as thermal energy by the
shock absorber. If the consumption energy could be reused
properly, the suspension vibration is also a kind of resource.
Therefore, many researches on these potential benefits have
been carried out, theoretically and experimentally [4–6].

Suda and Shiiba firstly noticed the regenerative solution
for the suspension control [7]. Then the energy feedback
techniques, both the new structures design and the advanced
control algorithm, have been well studied. Nakano et al.
proposed a method based on a single electric actuator to
analyze the balance between consumed and regenerative
energy [8]. Nakano et al. developed an active suspension
with the self-powered via linear DC motors, which can be
used as an energy-regenerative damper through the actu-
ator [9]. Kawamoto et al. proposed an electromechanical

suspension (EMS) system, which consists of a ball screw
mechanism via the DC motors [10]. Also, they discussed
the nexus of the contour maps for the energy consumption
and vibration isolation. For instance, Zhang et al. designed
the active suspension and energy-regenerative controllers,
respectively, based on the 𝐻∞ control, which are the same
as the electromechanical suspension (EMS) system [11]. The
EMS system indicated that the energy regeneration with a
restriction strategy can be realized. Chen et al. proposed
the electromagnetic damper which can absorb the vibration
energy to improve the suspension dynamic performance [12].
Guo et al. proposed a hydraulic electromagnetic energy-
regenerative shock absorber (HESA), which can absorb
the vibration energy harvest and improve the vehicle ride
comfort and handling [13, 14]. Although the above studies
indicate that the energy-regenerative systems can obtain the
electric energy via the considerable complex structures, the
existing energy-regenerative suspension (ESS) systems have
to increase the unsprung mass and change the original sus-
pensions structure. Saito et al. converted the vibration energy
to electric energy with an electrical suspension system which
can offer quicker responses and higher operating accuracy
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than the hydraulic system [15]. Subsequently, some electro-
magnetic actuators (EA) have received attention for their easy
energy regeneration, higher efficiency, quick response, and
good controllability [16–19].

In last decades, many researchers applied some linear
and nonlinear control methods to quarter-car models which
were simple and preferred. In most cases, the energy-
regeneration efficiency is closely related to the control algo-
rithm. The question is how to compromise the disunity
between the accuracy and the efficiency such as𝐻∞ and PID.
Pan et al. used a composite 𝐻∞ adaptive fuzzy controller
(CHAFC) on an uncertain nonlinear system to solve the
fuzzy approximation problem [20, 21]. The variable universe
fuzzy (VUF) controller is regarded as a promising algorithm
owing to its outstanding accusation-efficiency balance. Shan
et al. developed an analog circuit of a VUF controller [22].
Wang et al. applied the VUF control to the hydropneumatic
suspension andmagnetic-rheology absorber (MRA) [23, 24].
Li et al. succeeded via the VUF controller based on conscious
knowledge to simulate the model of the quadruple inverted
pendulum [25]. It is noteworthy that Pan et al. proposed
the novel VUF controllers with an adaptive control strategy
through the Lyapunov synthesis [26, 27]. For instance, Liu
et al. proposed a method of the VUF based on the two stage
control rules and introduced it to the semiactive suspension
(SAE) of the magneto rheological (MR) armored vehicle
[28]. As a consequence, the method also can get an ideal
performance of the vehicles control and effectively improve
the vehicle ride comfort. However, the high performance
of the control algorithm mentioned above is still diffi-
cult to solve the high energy consumption of the suspen-
sion and limited its wide application, especially in electric
vehicles.

In this paper, a 2-DOF quarter-car model is built. Based
on the dynamic model, three algorithms, such as the optimal
control algorithm, fuzzy control algorithm, and variable uni-
verse fuzzy control algorithm, are designed.The influences on
the control effects and the energy-regenerative effects choos-
ing different road inputs and different control algorithms
are analyzed, respectively. The simulation results show that
different road inputs have similar control effects for LQG
controller.The experiment results show that the performance
of active energy-regeneration suspension system is highly
dependent on the choice of algorithmemployed, and theVUF
control strategy exhibits an excellent integrated performance.
But for the fuzzy controller and variable universe fuzzy
controller, the worse the road condition is, the better the
control effect of the body acceleration and dynamic tire
deflection is. The energy-regenerative efficiency did not vary
from road inputs in three controllers. The main studying
contributions are (1) to propose a novel active energy-
regeneration suspension (AERS) systemwhich can transform
the electrical power efficiently; (2) to utilize VUF and PD
theories for the AERS control; (3) to define a self-powered
efficiency concept in order to describe the regenerative
structures’ contribution to the control consumption; (4) to do
simulations and experiments so as to demonstrate the energy-
regenerative and the suspension control performances.
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Figure 1: The VUF control schematic of the AERS.
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Figure 2: 2 DOF of the quarter-car model.

2. A Novel Model of the AERS System

2.1. Principle of Suspension Control. To propose a new control
model for the active electromagnetic energy-regenerative
suspension (AEERS), we firstly add a VUF controller and
a simple PD controller to the traditional 2-DOF car model.
The principle of the control theory is shown in Figure 1. One
of the 2-DOF car model’s output parameters, namely, the
suspension working space (SWS), is taken as the inputs for
VUF controller. That is to say, the parameters e and ec are,
respectively, the deviation and its rate of the SWS. Then the
VUF controller could offer a desired force or current for the
PD controller and through the circuitmodel themotor’s force
would be fed back to the car model. 𝜑 is the constant of the
screwmotor.Therefore, this control algorithm can ensure the
consistency of the two forces, that is, the actual control force
on the car model and the ideal control force from the VUF.

2.2. The 2-DOF Car Model. A quarter-car model is estab-
lished to evaluate the dynamic performance and energy
regeneration of AERS system, as shown in Figure 2. It
is assumed that each of the four wheels has independent
suspension to simulate the actions of an active vehicle suspen-
sion system, and, therefore, quarter-car models are used for
many simulations of suspension system, where 𝑚𝑏 and 𝑚𝑤,
respectively, denoted the sprung mass (the vehicle body) and
unsprung mass (the wheels), which are considered as rigid
body. 𝑥𝑏 and 𝑥𝑤, respectively, denoted the displacement of
the sprung mass and unsprung mass, namely, the 2 degrees
of freedom. 𝑥𝑔 is the road displacement. The tire is denoted
by a linear spring. 𝐾𝑠 and 𝐾𝑡 represent the suspension
and tire stiffness, respectively. Besides the actuator force f,
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Figure 3: Schematics of the circuit model.

the control force F from the generator/motor and the ball
screw assembly could also offer the suspension an adjustable
damping coefficient 𝐶𝑠. So there is 𝐹 = −𝐶𝑠(�̇�𝑏 − �̇�𝑤) + 𝑓.

From 2-DOF quarter-car model, the dynamic equations
can be written as follows:

𝑚𝑏�̈�𝑏 = −𝐾𝑠 (𝑥𝑏 − 𝑥𝑤) + 𝐹
𝑚𝑤�̈�𝑤 = 𝐾𝑠 (𝑥𝑏 − 𝑥𝑤) + 𝐾𝑡 (𝑥𝑔 − 𝑥𝑤) − 𝐹.

(1)

2.3. Random Road Input. The road profile input is a very
important factor for a pavement vehicle’s dynamic responses.
It is usually regarded as a space-domain vibrationmotivation.
The road roughness is assumed to be a Gaussian random
process via shaping filters [29]. The road profile input for
the quarter-car model can be described by the equation as
follows:

�̇�𝑔 (𝑡) = −2𝜋𝑓0𝑥𝑔 (𝑡) + 2𝜋𝑛0√𝐺0V0 ⋅ 𝜔 (𝑡) , (2)

where 𝑓0 denotes the lower limiting frequency; 𝑛0 is the
reference spatial frequency and regarded as 0.1m−1; 𝐺0 is the
uneven road coefficient; V0 represents the vehicle’s velocity;𝜔(𝑡) is a zero-mean Gaussian white noise.

2.4. Control Circuit Model. The actuator consisted of a ball
screw for motion translation and a permanent magnetic
brushless linear DC motor. The motor not only is for the
active control but also functioned as an energy-regenerative
generator.The circuit schematics for the twoworking patterns
are shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b) and, respectively, repre-
sented the circuit diagram as a generator or a motor. U is
the supply voltage of power source; R and L are the motor
resistance and inductance, respectively; I is the armature
current.

The ideal actuator has the following characteristics:

𝐸𝑀 = 𝜑�̇� (3)

𝐹 = 𝜑𝐼, (4)

where 𝐸𝑀 is the electromotive force (EMF) of the motor; �̇�
is the axial velocity of the ball screw; 𝜑 is the motor constant
of the screw, 𝜑 = 𝑘/𝑙; 𝑘 is the motor constant; 𝑙 is the lead
screw.

2.4.1. Circuit of the PD Control. From Figure 3(b), the circuit
equation is described as follows:

𝑈 = 𝐿𝑑𝐼
𝑑𝑡 + 𝑅𝐼 + 𝐸𝑀. (5)

From this equation, we can know that the armature current 𝐼
would change with the controller voltage 𝑈.

By (4), when the geometric structure of themotor and the
ball screw is certain, the active control force 𝐹 is a function of
the armature current 𝐼.

According to (4), we can obtain the desired ideal current
𝐼0:

𝐼0 = 𝐹0
𝜑 . (6)

The current deviation is obtained as follows:

𝑒0 = 𝐼0 − 𝐼. (7)

The PD control voltage is written as follows:

𝑈 = 𝐾𝑃𝑒0 + 𝐾𝑑 𝑑𝑒0𝑑𝑡 , (8)

where 𝐼0 is the ideal current of the armature; 𝐹0 is the ideal
active control force; 𝑒0 is the error of armature current; 𝐾𝑃
is the proportion coefficient of the PD controller; 𝐾𝑃 is the
differential coefficient of the PD controller.

Based on (3), (5), and (8), there is another equation as
follows:

𝐾𝑃𝑒0 + 𝐾𝑑 𝑑𝑒0𝑑𝑡 − 𝜑�̇� = 𝐿𝑑𝐼
𝑑𝑡 + 𝑅𝐼. (9)

Using (9) to Laplace transform obtains the following:

𝐼 (𝑠) = [(𝐾𝑃 + 𝐾𝑑𝑠) 𝑒 (𝑠) − 𝜑𝑧 (𝑠) 𝑠] ⋅ 1
𝐿𝑠 + 𝑅 , (10)

where 𝑠 is the Laplace operator.
Then we can get the PD controller schematic shown in

Figure 4.

2.4.2. Self-Powered Efficiency. According to Figure 3(a), the
motor on the generator pattern would have a voltages balance
written as follows:

𝑈𝑐𝑟 = 𝐸𝑀 − 𝑈𝑅, (11)
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Figure 4: PD controller.

where𝑈𝑐𝑟 is the power supply voltage for the generator;𝑈𝑅 is
the internal resistance voltage.

Substituting the above expression to (11), the power
supply voltage 𝑈𝑐𝑟 is obtained as follows:

𝑈𝑐𝑟 = 𝜑�̇� − 𝐼𝑅 = 𝜑�̇� − 𝐹
𝜑 ⋅ 𝑅. (12)

On the other hand, the power supply voltage on themotor
pattern 𝑈𝑐𝑎, as shown in Figure 3(b), is written as follows:

𝑈𝑐𝑎 = 𝐸𝑀 + 𝐸𝑅 = 𝜙�̇� + 𝐹
𝜙 ⋅ 𝑅. (13)

In order to evaluate the energy recycling efficiency for
the suspension vibration, we assume 𝑃𝑟 as the power for the
AERS and 𝑃𝑎 as the consumed power for active suspension.
Therefore, we have

𝑃𝑟 = 𝑈𝑐𝑟 ⋅ 𝐼 = 𝐹�̇� − 𝐹2 ⋅ 𝑅
𝜑2

𝑃𝑎 = 𝑈𝑐𝑎 ⋅ 𝐼 = 𝐹�̇� + 𝐹2 ⋅ 𝑅
𝜑2 .

(14)

From (14), an equivalent damping coefficient 𝑐𝑒𝑞 is pro-
posed to describe the damping coefficient of themotor, which
can be defined as follows:

𝑐𝑒𝑞 = 𝜑2
𝑅 . (15)

The definition indicates both the electric-magmatic prop-
erties and mechanism properties, illustrating the physical
features of the AERS model. So (14) should be simplified as a
2-order function of the control force 𝐹, without the constant
item:

𝑃𝑟 = �̇�𝐹 − 1
𝑐𝑒𝑞𝐹
2

𝑃𝑎 = �̇�𝐹 + 1
𝑐𝑒𝑞𝐹
2.

(16)

Then we can define the ratio between the above two
powers as the self-powered efficiency (SPE), symbolized as
𝜂𝑠. The mathematics equation is as follows:

𝜂𝑠 = 𝑃𝑟
𝑃𝑎 =

{{
{{
{

0 𝑃𝑟 ≤ 0
1 − 2

1 + �̇�𝑐𝑒𝑞/𝐹 𝑃𝑟 > 0, (17)

where 𝐹 and �̇� both are algebraic values.

According to (15) and (17), 𝜂𝑠 is related to 𝑐𝑒𝑞.Themore the
equivalent damping coefficient is, the better the self-powered
efficiency can be achieved. Therefore, it is better to choose a
linear motor with a larger motor constant 𝑘 or select a lower
internal resistant with a certain motor constant 𝑘 or select a
lower internal resistant with a certain motor constant value.
Consequently, it can increase the damping coefficient and
improve the ride performance.

After the motor structure is already designed or selected,
𝑐𝑒𝑞 has a constant value. So the SPE is only related to the �̇�/𝐹
ratio. It means that the SPE is determined by the suspension
dynamics:

𝜂𝑠 = 1 − 2
1 + �̇�𝑐𝑒𝑞/𝐹 = 1 − 2

1 + 𝐸𝑀/𝑈𝑅 . (18)

When 𝑃𝑟 > 0, (17) can be rewritten as (18) which
concernsmore the generator/motor structure.Wedefined the
ratio between the motor electromotive force and the internal
resistances voltage as the feedback energy coefficient (FEC),
symbolized with𝐾:

𝐾 = 𝐸𝑀
𝑈𝑅 . (19)

When𝐾 = 1, the motor feedback energy (MFE) is totally
converted into a dissipating thermal energy by the internal
resistance. In this case, we have the AERS power 𝑃𝑟 = 0 and
the SPE coefficient 𝜂𝑠 = 0.

When 𝐾 = 0 (𝑈𝑅 = 0), the SPE coefficient 𝜂𝑠 → 1, the
MFE is totally converted into the electrical energy, and the
dissipation energy is zero.

3. Variable Universe Fuzzy Controller Design

3.1. Variables of Input and Output Fuzzification and Method
to Resolve. The suspension working space (SWS) (𝑥𝑏 − 𝑥𝑤)
and the relative velocity (�̇�𝑏−�̇�𝑤) between the unsprungmass
and the sprung mass are regarded as the two input variables.
Therefore, there are 𝑒 = 𝑥𝑏−𝑥𝑤 and 𝑒𝑐 = �̇�𝑏−�̇�𝑤.The desired
force F0 is used as the output variable of the controller.

All of the fuzzy domains for 𝐹0, e, and ec are set to be
[−1, 1]. The fuzzy language subset is donated as

{𝑁𝐵,𝑁𝑀,𝑁𝑆, 𝑍𝑂, 𝑃𝑆, 𝑃𝑀, 𝑃𝑏} . (20)

3.2. Fuzzy Control Rules. The fuzzy control is used in an
external-loop controller, which does not depend on the
accurate controlled model. It is decided on the basis of the
control knowledge and experience, which can ensure the
good robustness [30].

As shown in Figure 1, it is vital to analyze the motions
of the quarter-car model. Firstly, we clarify the equilibrium
position as the origin of the coordinate system and the
direction position is specified according to the SAE standard.

When 𝑥𝑏 − 𝑥𝑤 > 0, the suspension is in a stretching
condition. If �̇�𝑏 − �̇�𝑤 > 0, the tendency of the suspensions
amplitude is increasing, so the output variable should be
chosen at a larger negative value. On the other hand, if
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Table 1: Fuzzy control rules.

𝐹0 ec
NB NM NS ZO PS PM PB

e

NB PB PB PB NS NS NS NS
NM PB PB PM NS NM NM NS
NS PB PM PS NS NS NM NM
ZO PM PS ZO ZO NS NM NM
PS PS PM PM PS NM NM NB
PM PS PM PB PS NM NB NB
PB PM PM PB PS NB NB NB

�̇�𝑏 − �̇�𝑤 < 0, the trend of the suspensions amplitude is drop-
ping. Therefore, it is better to select a lower positive control
value.

When 𝑥𝑏 − 𝑥𝑤 < 0, the suspension is in compression
condition. If �̇�𝑏 − �̇�𝑤 > 0, the compression of the suspensions
amplitude is dropping.Therefore it is better to select a smaller
negative control value. If �̇�𝑏 − �̇�𝑤 < 0, a larger number of
a positive control value should be chosen in terms of the
suspension amplitude compression increasing.

According to the principle of the above, we can build the
fuzzy controller rules which are listed in Table 1.

3.3. Extension Factor. The VUF controller is an effective
nonlinear control method. The basic structure of the VUF
controller is briefly introduced in Section 3.3. In this paper, we
select the variable universe fuzzy controller on AERS system
control, which is described as a double input and a single
output structure.

The universes 𝑋𝑖 = [−𝐸, 𝐸] (𝑖 = 1, 2) and 𝑌 = [−𝑈,𝑈]
would automatically adjust with the changing of variables 𝑥𝑖
and 𝑦, respectively, which offers a certain adaptive features.
The relationships between the two variables and the initial
universes are shown in Figure 5. 𝜇 is the membership

function of fuzzy sets 𝑌. They can also be described as
follows:

𝑋𝑖 (𝑥𝑖) = [−𝑎𝑖 (𝑥𝑖) 𝐸𝑖, 𝑎𝑖 (𝑥𝑖) 𝐸𝑖]
𝑌 (𝑦) = [−𝛽 (𝑦)𝑈, 𝛽 (𝑦)𝑈] ,

(21)

where𝛼𝑖(𝑥𝑖) (𝑖 = 1, 2) and𝛽(𝑦) represent the universe factors
of the contraction-expansion. The universes 𝑋𝑖 and 𝑌 were
related to the initial universe.

Generally, there are 2 types extension factor, for example,
a proportional type and an exponential type. The two practi-
cal contraction-expansion factors are given as follows:

𝑎 (𝑥) = ( |𝑥|
𝐸 )
𝜏

+ 𝜀, 𝜏 > 0

𝑎 (𝑥) = 1 − 𝜆 exp (−𝑘𝑥2) , 𝜆 ∈ (0, 1) , 𝑘 > 0,
(22)

where 𝜀 is a very small constant.
It is clear that these contraction-expansion factors include

double inputs and single output with a similar form. Con-
sidering the relevance between the input variables and the
practical vehicle parameters, we define them as follows:

𝑎 (𝑒) = 1 − 0.5 exp (−0.3𝑒2)
𝑎 (𝑒𝑐) = 1 − 0.5 exp (−0.3𝑒𝑐2)
𝛽 (𝐹) = 1 − 0.5 exp (−0.3𝐹2) .

(23)

4. Simulations and Experiments

4.1. Simulation Results and Analysis. In order to verify the
effect of the controller and the superiority of the AERS
system, three typical controller models are simulated in
this study. In the process of the simulations, the dynamic
response and performance of three vehicles are compared.
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Table 2: Main parameters of the simulation.

Parameter/unit Value
𝑚𝑏 (kg) 130
𝐾𝑠 (N/m) 20000
𝐶𝑠 (N⋅s/m) 1000
V0 (km/h) 20
𝐿 (H) 0.3
𝜑 (N/A) 90
𝑚𝑤 (kg) 15
𝐾𝑡 (N/m) 200000
𝑓0 (Hz) 0.1
𝑛0 (m−1) 0.1
𝑅 (Ω) 10
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Figure 6: Control force.

These three vehicles are, respectively, with the proposed
control algorithm, with the fuzzy controller, and without
any controller. The performances can be evaluated by the
body acceleration (BA), the suspensionworking space (SWS),
and the dynamic tire deflection (DTD). All the simulation
parameters for the VUF model are listed in Table 2.

Set the PD controller ratio coefficient 𝐾𝑃 = 300 and the
differential coefficient 𝐾𝑑 = 0.2. Figure 6 shows the actuator
force which is compared with the desired force on the B-class
road.

From Figure 6, we can know that the actuator force is
almost the same as the desired force. The root mean square
(RMS) values of the actuator and the desired force are,
respectively, 46.7N and 46.58N, and the difference is merely
0.45%. Obviously, the results show that the actuator force
matches the desired force well.

Figures 7–9 demonstrate the time domain and frequency
domain responses with the three typical suspension models,
namely, passive one, with fuzzy controller, and with NUF
controller, respectively. The BA, SWS, and DTD are, respec-
tively, selected to evaluate the ride comfort and the stability
performance.

Besides the above simulations, the RMS values for
the three typical systems are listed in Tables 3 and 4,

Table 3: Suspension performance of B-class random road.

Performance
index

RMS

Passive
suspension Fuzzy control

Variable
universe

fuzzy control
BA/(m/s2) 0.51 0.46 0.42
SWS/mm 1.96 1.97 1.96
DTD/mm 0.38 0.37 0.36

Table 4: Suspension performance of C-class random road.

Performance
index

RMS

Passive
suspension Fuzzy control

Variable
universe

fuzzy control
BA/(m/s2) 0.97 0.84 0.78
SWS/mm 3.61 3.65 3.63
DTD/mm 0.75 0.72 0.68

which are achieved on the B-class road and C-class road,
respectively.

Through the comparisons among the simulation data
from Tables 3 and 4, it is clear that the VUF controller has the
minor values of BA and DTD, which means the best comfort
and safety. That is to say, the VUF controller is effective in
guaranteeing the vehicle performances for the AERS system.
If the ride comfort is regarded as a control target, the peak
values of the BA and the DTD are reduced by 17.65% and
5.62% on the B-class road, compared with the passive one.
Meanwhile on the C-class road the peak values are reduced
by 19.59% and 9.33%. Although the SWS value is a little more
than that of the passive suspension, it is acceptable.

According to (17) and (18), the SPE and the energy-
regenerative efficiency (ERE) for the AERS system are calcu-
lated and the results are listed in Table 5. The calculations are
carried out on different random roads, B-, C-, and D-class
roads.

According to Table 5, all ERE values are more than
18 percent. It is very interesting that the rougher the road
inputs are, the less the energy recycling ratio will get. The
main reason would be due to the nonlinear factors and
the hysteresis phenomena inevitably existing in most of the
AERS structures. The AERS structure can also provide over
11 percent power for the suspension control in most of the
regular road conditions, so the proposed system is also a good
solution for the active control consumption.

4.2. Road Test and Analysis. Comparative tests between the
active energy-regenerative suspension (AERS) and a passive
suspension are carried out.The test car is a self-made electric
vehicle and the test data acquisition systems are based on
a NI test system, as shown in Figure 10. Tire stiffness is
simulated by the four dampers. The acceleration and the
dynamic deflection are obtained by using two acceleration
sensors and displacement sensor from the sprung mass and
unsprungmass, respectively.The relative velocity between the
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Figure 7: Body acceleration: (a) time domain and (b) frequency domain.
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Figure 8: Suspension dynamic flexibility: (a) time domain and (b) frequency domain.

Table 5: Self-powered efficiency.

Random road Pr(W) Pa(W) Pd(W) ERE∗/% SPE/%
B-class 5.14 45.80 27.41 18.75 11.22
C-class 70.26 596.29 378.49 18.56 11.78
D-class 298.65 2595.31 1625.83 18.37 11.51
∗The energy-regenerative efficiency is the ratio of the ERP to DDP.

sprung mass and unsprung mass is calculated through the
further differential processes.

The B random road is selected as the test input excita-
tions, and the vehicle speed is 20 km/h. Limited by the test
conditions, the test parameters are slightly different from the

simulation parameters which are listed in Table 2, but their
influences can be neglected for these performance analyses.
The results of the road test are shown in Figures 11–13 and
Table 6.

According to the experimental curves shown in Figures
11–13 and the RMS values in Table 6, the ride comfort is
improved when the frequency is lower than the unsprung
mass’s resonance frequency. Also, the RMS value of the
vertical body acceleration (BA) is reduced by 16.32%, and
the dynamic tire deflection (DTD) is reduced by 5.55%. The
results also show that the ride comfort for the active energy-
regenerative suspension is improved.

According to (16) and (17), the ERE and the SPE for the
AERS system are calculated based on the experimental data.
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Figure 9: Tire dynamic displacement: (a) time domain and (b) frequency domain.

Figure 10: Road test.
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Figure 11: Experimental results of the body acceleration: (a) time domain and (b) frequency domain.
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Figure 12: Experimental results of the suspension working space: (a) time domain and (b) frequency domain.
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Figure 13: Experimental results of the tire dynamic displacement: (a) time domain and (b) frequency domain.

Table 6: Suspension performance of B-class random road.

Performance index

RMS

Passive
suspension

Variable
universe fuzzy

control
BA/(m/s2) 0.49 0.41
SWS/mm 1.94 1.94
DTD/mm 0.36 0.34

The two test values are, respectively, 18.24% and 11.05%, a little
less (about 2%) than the simulation values list in Table 5.
The test results also validated the feasibility of the energy
regeneration and self-powered ability.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a novel AERS is proposed by integrating
the adjustable shock absorber with a ball screw motor. The
variable universe fuzzy control theory is applied to the active
electromagnetic AERS. The RMS values of the vertical body
acceleration and the dynamic tire deflection are significantly
reduced on different random road inputs. With the energy-
regenerative PD control to the generator/motor circuit, the
actuator force showed good consistency with the desired
force.

A concept of the self-powered efficiency is proposed in
order to evaluate the energy-regenerative structure’s contri-
bution to the suspension control. The study also demon-
strated that the external resistance 𝑅 and the motor constant
𝑘 are the two key factors for the self-powered efficiency.
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The simulation results with B-, C-, and D-class road
inputs showed that the energy-regenerative efficiency is over
18 percent and the self-power efficiency is over 11% for the
ARS system with the VUF controller.

The experimental data on the B-class road is differed
no more than 2% from the simulations. Both the test and
calculating results indicated the feasibility of the energy
regeneration aswell as improvements on the ride comfort and
driving safety.
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